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Open ECCN Query

The Quick Link column is found at the bottom of the home page of ZTE official

website, and click ECCN Query to open the ECCN Query page:

Operatio

n

ECCN Official Network

Query Operation Manual
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Exact query based on

Enter the complete product code in Product Code, such as 180000023863, enter the

verification code, check "I have read and agree to ZTE's Privacy Policy," click "Query"

to execute the exact query, and the result will be displayed below (when the product code

of the query is blue, click blue product code to view the export control information details
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Fuzzy query based on

1） Enter incomplete product code in Product Code, such as 180000023, enter

verification code, check "I have read and agree to ZTE Privacy Policy," click "Query"

to execute fuzzy query, and the result will be displayed below (when the product code

of the query result is blue, click blue product code to view export control information

2) In Product Code, you can also use * to represent one or more digits (e.g.

180000*863 to query the product code beginning with 180000 and containing 863 in the

next 5 digits) to perform a fuzzy query (when the product code of the query result is
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3) In Product Code, "?" May also be usedRepresents one digit (e.g. 180000?23863 Query

the product code beginning with 180000 and ending with 23863 to perform a fuzzy query

(when the product code of the query result is blue, click blue product code to view export

control information details such as ECCN of the product):
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Fuzzy query based on product name

1） Enter the product specific name in "Product Name," such as "Interface Board,"

enter the verification code, check "I have read and agreed to ZTE Privacy Policy,"

click "Query" to execute the query, and the result will be displayed below (when the

2) Enter the specific model of the product in "Product Model" and execute the query

(when the product code of the query result is blue, click the blue product code to view

the export control information details such as ECCN of the product):
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Key

Fields

Display Results Description

Proporti

on (25%)

Percentage% The minimum proportion of the product is applicable to non-E:1

countries (i.e., non-embargoed countries) based on the

principle of minimum proportion calculation with a threshold

of 25% in EAR.

Empty The proportion calculation of the purchased parts/resale

materials (non-functional purchased parts collection) does not

need to be performed by ZTE.

Is it

subject

to EAR

jurisdic

tion

Yes/NO Determine whether the product is subject to EAR according to

the [DM25] value:

[DM25] When >25%, the field value is "YES" and the product is

governed by EAR;

[DM25] When <=25%, the field value is "NO" and the product is

Key Field

Description
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(25%) not subject to EAR.

Us ECCN

ECCN encoding

consisting of

numbers and

letters

The Export Control Classification Code is a number and

letter-based code assigned to an item by the Department of

Industrial Security (BIS) of the United States Department of

Commerce, which is specified in the Commerce Control List (CCL)

of EAR.

EAR99 If the product is under the jurisdiction of EAR but not in CCL,

it is EAR99.

N/A The product is not subject to EAR and no ECCN classification

is required.

Permit

Licence No. Export Licenses, referred to as export authorizations issued

by the United States or other countries (except Hong Kong), are

currently limited to export authorizations issued by the United

States in the ECCN Control System.

N/A or empty For products that already have ECCN, it indicates that the

product being queried has no license.

Permit

Exceptio

n

EAR § 740 Types

of Licensing

Exceptions as

specified in

Section

The export and re-export authorization shall be granted on the

basis of the corresponding conditions, and the export and

re-export of products subject to the EAR shall be permitted

without the application for the license. This field information

displays the type of license exceptions that apply to the

product. Please refer to Section EAR § 740 for specific

provisions for each type of licensing exception.

NLR There are no license requirements and therefore no license or

exceptions are required.

Empty For products that already have ECCN, this field is blank and

represents no license requirements, no license or exceptions

are required.

Licensin

g

Exceptio

ns

EAR § 740

Specific License

Exceptions

Number in Section

Number of the legal provisions corresponding to the licensing

exceptions in EAR. This field displays the specific clause

number of the license exception to which the product applies.

Please refer to Section EAR §740 for specific provisions on

the number of each license exception clause.

Empty For products with an existing ECCN licensing exception of NLR

or blank, no licensing exception is required;

This field should not be blank for products that already have

ECCN and have license exceptions that are not NLR or empty.

CCATS Numbering of

numbers and

letters

When a product submits a BIS classification, the BIS assigns

a commodity classification automatic tracking system number to

each of its classified commodities.

Empty When this field is blank, it indicates that there is no CCATS

number.
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Proporti

on (10%)

Percentage% The minimum occupancy ratio of the product is based on the

principle of calculating the minimum occupancy ratio with a

threshold of 10% as defined in EAR. May be used in an embargoed

country, but ZTE's policy is not to conduct any business

directly or indirectly with the embargoed country.

Empty The proportion calculation of the purchased parts/resale

materials (non-functional purchased parts collection) does not

need to be performed by ZTE.

Is it

governed

by EAR

(10%)

Yes/NO Determine whether the product is subject to EAR according to

the [DM10] value:

[DM10] When >10%, the field value is "YES" and the product is

under the jurisdiction of EAR;

[DM10] When <=10%, the field value is "NO" and the product is

not subject to EAR.

However, it is ZTE's policy not to engage directly or indirectly

with the embargoed country.

Remarks This is a

material from a

third party,

"whether or not

it is subject to

EAR" and ECCN

classification

information is

provided by the

supplier

This product is purchased or resold materials provided by a

third party (set of non-functional purchased items).

Export control information for all materials in the purchased

or resold materials (non-functionally purchased items) is

provided by third parties, the ECCN control system does not

display the calculation results of the percentages, and ZTE does

not classify such products as ECCN.

If you need to review their export control information, click

Material Code (displayed in blue).

This is a

configurable

product with a

minimum ratio

calculated based

on a typical

scenario for

information only

Non-fixed configuration products manufactured by ZTE.

The minimum share ratio of this product is calculated according

to the typical configuration, and this minimum share ratio is

for reference only. In the case of actual transaction, the

result of GTS verification shall prevail.

This is a

configurable

resale model,

please refer to

its detailed

purchased parts

ECCN

This product is a combination of materials provided by third

parties and export control information is provided by third

parties.

The ECCN Control System does not display the calculation results

of the proportion of such products, and ZTE does not classify

such products by ECCN.

If you need to review their export control information, click

Material Code (displayed in blue).

Empty It is stated that this product is a fixed configuration product

manufactured by ZTE.
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Email: ZTE.ECCN@zte.com.cn

Contact

informat

mailto:ZTE.ECCN@zte.com.cn
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